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Online Ordering Enhancements
•

New message for unavailable products with no alternatives (SCR2154 see page 38)

Online Ordering Bug Fixes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Last updated date and time now accurate in latest orders and also fixed page display
errors and supplied quantities error (SCR 1479, 2742 and 2283)
In all screens where the last product entered is either masked or inactive the cursor is
now reset to the product input box (SCR 1516)
Search now finds all local EDC codes (SCR1565)
Hover on VLT item now shows correct lead time (SCR 1584)
Masking product card now matches the browse version (SCR 1678)
Favourite report now includes frequency and ‘created by’ details (SCR 1814)
Login now auto selects if only one trust and one reqpoint for that user (SCR 1822)
Hover text now shows for edit and delete icons in product masking (SCR1871)
Reqpoint picker on home page gives error message if reqpoint does not exist (SCR1914)
Fixed problem in latest orders when filtering by order number (SCR 2189)
Reqpoints can no longer be saved without a preferred delivery day and ‘contact
customer services’ message corrected (SCR2627 and 3017)
Product icon now appears on the line when viewed from latest orders when creating an
order from a favourite (SCR2879 and 3209)
Catalogue search matches that of NHS-CAT (SCR 3182)
E-direct and direct products now split correctly according to earliest delivery dates
(SCR 3166)
NPC substitution is now reflected in online order tracking (SCR 161)
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1.0

General principles

Supply Chain Online enables Trusts to order from the NHS Supply Chain catalogue through a
web-based ordering system. Orders can be created by entering known product codes, by
searching the catalogue via keywords or by browsing the catalogue tree to find the right
product.
This guide takes you through each of the functions in Supply Chain OnLine. If you run through
the functions described, you will see how the system can be used to create new, amend existing,
save or submit orders for authorisation, create standing orders, as well as to check on the status
of orders already submitted
1.1

User roles

The system operates with 5 basic user roles, which will apply to all requisition points assigned to
that user.
Requisitioner
A user with this role can create an order but cannot authorise it.
Orders created by this level of user, once submitted, must be authorised by a user at the
appropriate level before being sent to NHS Supply Chain. This process is carried out
automatically when the user submits an order. The system will also display the status of orders so
that the user can track the progress of each order once submitted.
Authorise and send orders
A user who can create orders and authorise them, so that they are sent directly to NHS Supply
Chain. For this role to be effective, the Requisitioner role must also be granted.
Authorisation email recipient
An authoriser with this role will receive emails to notify that authorisation of an order is
required. Authorisers can alternatively elect not to receive these emails although this will not
affect the user's ability to log into LOL and authorise orders.
User maintenance
A user with this role can create/amend other users, with the exception of Trust Administrators,
within the limits of their own access rights.
Trust administrator
Trust Administrators are created by the NHS Supply Chain administrator and can create any other
user and grant all access roles with the exception of the Trust Administrator role and can amend
any user details including their own.
In addition to these user roles, the Trust Administrator can also assign multiple Trusts to a user
where this is applicable.
Your Trust Administrator is:
e-DC
Electronic Demand Capture is the role which allows a user to enter demand electronically via a
Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) to Supply Chain Online. A separate set of e-DC guidance notes is
available from the Supply Chain Online Home Page.
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1.2

System conventions

Supply Chain Online uses some standard functions to make the system more user-friendly. Some
of these will be familiar to users of windows and other browser-based applications.
Functions can be accessed by clicking on options displayed on the menu bar at the top of the
main Supply Chain Online screen. These are displayed in white text on a blue background.
Clicking on these options will present the text in dark blue and offer further options, where
available, from a dropdown, these in turn can be activated by clicking on them.
Fields displayed in blue text are either hyperlinks or action buttons.
The size of the main display area of the screen is increased by hitting the F11 key on the
keyboard. This will maximise the Supply Chain Online window. Key F11 to return the display to
the original format.
Only one system user can edit an individual order or prescription at any one time. If another user
attempts to edit the same order, a message will appear on the screen to tell the user that the
record is locked. Details of the other user will be listed so that the record can be unlocked if
necessary.
The CTRL F5 function will remove any latent caching within your Online session, which may
resolve minor screen display issues.
When details have been entered, save screens if instructed before exiting.
The windows find facility Ctrl F is available on all screens to enable you to locate a specific record
on the current page more efficiently.
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1.3

Key to system icons
click to add to order or shopping basket
view product detail
Create an order from a favourite
view favourite report
denotes item added to order via an e-DC hand held device
click to move item down a line
click to move item up a line
show quick add
hide quick add
click to authorise
click to display calendar and set date
convert between Favourite and Standing Order
click to cancel date
click to edit this line
delete line from order or delete order or favourite
COSHH item (click on icon to display COSHH data sheet)
denotes Cross Dock item with variable lead time displayed in hover text
denotes eco-friendly item
denotes e-Direct item with lead time displayed in hover text
denotes electro medical item
denotes product is masked
denotes system alert messages e.g. The password you entered is invalid, please try
again
Commitment discount scheme
Ethically sourced product
WEEE directive
denotes that a product image is available
denotes nonstock order processed
denotes e-direct order processed
denotes stock order processed
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2.0

Logging-on

2.1

Logging-on to Online Ordering

From your PC connect to NHSNet through your local network
Connect to NHS Supply Chain website homepage where available or by typing
http//nww.Supplychain.nhs.uk) From here, using the link button, then clicking on the icon for
“Online Ordering “ you can navigate to the Online ordering home screen.
Alternatively you can also click in the ‘address’ box. Overtype the Supply Chain Net address with
lol.Supplychain.nhs.uk (normal text in lowercase)
The above will open the Supply Chain Online home page.
2.2

The Supply Chain Online home page

Users have eight options from the home page:
Online ordering – ordering application including financial coding (guidance notes for financial
coding are available separately)
Electronic demand capture – materials management application
e-billing – online self serve billing application
Home delivery – patient and Care Home delivery application
Online catalogue – electronic national catalogue updated daily
NHS Supply Chain Website – to return to Supply Chain Net and user reports
Supply chain knowledge centre
Network speed test – this checks the speed of your network
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Where a PDF icon

displays this will be a link to the guidance notes where available.

Click on Online ordering and this will display the Online ordering log-on screen.
You can now log on to Online ordering by entering your username and password.
2.3

Passwords and login

The Trust administrator creates the username and password for Online users. If the user already
has a login and password for Online Ordering this can simply be amended to include any
additional specific roles as previously explained.
The login screen requires a unique username and password, forcing the letters to be in
uppercase as you key them in. User names that have become inactive can not be re-used as
inactive user data is retained for an indefinite period.
If your existing password is still valid, once you have entered your user name and password, click
login or enter return.
If you are using the system for the first time, or if your password has expired, you will be asked
to enter a new password and once the new password is confirmed, you will be logged onto the
system.

The login screen requires a unique username and password, forcing the letters to be in
uppercase as you key them in. Usernames that have become inactive can not be re-used as
inactive user data will be retained for an indefinite period.
If your existing password is still valid, once you have entered your user name and password, click
Login or enter Return.
If you are using the system for the first time, or if your password has expired, the system will ask
you to enter a new password and once the new password is confirmed, you will be logged into
the system
If you are a new user with the Authorise and Send role, you will also be prompted to enter a PIN
(Authorisation Code)
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As you click the save changes button, a window may appear asking you whether you want
Windows to remember your password. Select the don’t offer to remember any more passwords
option, and then click on the no option – this is very important for security reasons.
The Supply Chain Online home page will now be displayed. If you have forgotten your password
then click the blue ‘Forgotten your password?’ text.

The application information on the screen above should be noted, it will be updated as system
requirements dictate.
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The following screen will then appear. Enter your email and click the send password button. A
new login password will then be sent to you.
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3.0

The Supply Chain Online home page

After logging in the following screen will be displayed.

Current Trust
and requisition
point
Menu bar
User roles

Trust selection

Requisition
point selection

System alerts
and messages
If the user has more than one Trust, then selecting a Trust will refresh the screen with the
distributor information and the Trust’s system alerts and messages, as shown above. If the user
has only one Trust, then the system will default to this.
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4.0

Roles and menu options

The menu options displayed for users will depend on the roles that your trust administrator has
assigned to you. Here are three typical examples of different user home pages.
You can see the roles that have been assigned to this user on screen. This is the basic
requisitioner role.

The user below has been assigned the authoriser role for all requisition points:
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The roles below include user Maintenance which allows this user to maintain other users details.

The screen below shows the Trust Administrator role.

The above are suggested roles for the types of Users that most Trusts require. The Trust
Administrator Role can only be assigned by NHS Supply Chain (contact IT Help Desk on 01773
724255, or email IT.Helpdesk@supplychain.nhs.uk ). However, all other Roles can be assigned by
the Trust Administrator to any of their Staff.
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The menu options are:
Order status
Click on this option to view the current status of your orders. The dropdown menu offers
separate selection under the following headings – Awaiting Authorisation, For authorisation,
Saved, Latest orders, Latest external orders, Latest non-stock orders. This is covered in detail in
section 8.
Order
This menu option enables a user to raise and submit an order for any requisition point for which
they have been assigned. If assigned as a role a further option is available via a dropdown menu
– Quick order. This function also enables a user to raise and submit an order, however much of
the online validation has been removed to improve the speed of entry. This is covered in detail in
section 6
Favourites
The Favourites facility allows each user to create their own favourites lists copy to other existing
requisition points, create orders, and create standing orders. This is covered in detail in section 9.
Catalogue
Here a further dropdown menu offers two methods of searching the catalogue –
Search, a facility which allows users to search the NHS Supply Chain catalogue for specific
products, from which a new order can then be created if the user has the requisitioner role. This
is covered in detail in section 5.5
Browse, is a function that enables the user to browse the NHS Supply Chain catalogue for
required items, which can then be added to a new order if the user has the requisitioner role.
This is covered in detail in section 5.5
Masking
Once this role is assigned, the dropdown masking option will display product masking and mask
allocation in addition to the standard option mask report:
Product masking
This option enables a Trust to include/exclude products or categories of product from the
available catalogue at either Trust or Requisition Point Level. An unlimited amount of requisition
point mask templates may be created.
Mask allocation
This option enables mask templates created (above) to be applied to requisition points within
the Trust. Only one mask can be applied to a requisition point at a time. Masking is covered in
detail in section 14.
Mask report
Accessed via a dropdown menu from Masking, this option shows the user those products, groups
or sections of the catalogue that have been masked by the trust for the users requisition points.
These items cannot be ordered. This is covered in detail in section 12.2
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User maintenance
This option enables new users to be created and existing users to be modified within the users
Trust and requisition point selection. This is covered in more detail in section 13
Log off
This option should be selected when the user wishes to terminate an OnLine ordering session.
To avoid record locking ensure orders are either saved or checked out before selecting this
option, which will close the application.
5.0

Creating a new order

Before starting you must first select which Trust and requisition point you are going to create an
order for.
5.1

Selecting your Trust and requisition point

The initial screen after login will look similar to this. If a user has only one Trust and one
requisition point these will be automatically selected upon login. If the user has more than one
Trust then the drop down box will enable selection. The depot the Trust is supplied from is
denoted by / and three characters after the Trust reference. In the example above the Trust is YC
and the depot is TST (Test). Requisition point selection can then be made from the box displayed
underneath the Trust using either the scroll bar or the [Criteria]option. Enter the first few
characters of either the Requisition point code or name and press return to highlight the first
match in the list.
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5.2

The order screen

Ensure that the Trust and Requisition point you require are shown in the top right hand corner
(these are active options to enable change of selection via your Home Page) and hover over the
Order optionon the menu bar and then select Order from the dropdown menu to begin the
process of creating a new order. Note that the requisition point code and name you are raising
the order for will be displayed as a header line on the order.
The main order screen will be displayed.
Order line entry
Order delete /
cancel
Line delete
button
Running totals
of order value

NPC entry

Catalogue selection

Order save or
checkout

Information relating to the whole order can be entered in the two fields at the top of the
screen:
Local reference
This is the first field the cursor is positioned on, it is a non-mandatory 100 character field and can
be used by the Requisitioner as a memo field for the local requisition number if one is required,
or to cross reference for the current order. Only the first 17 characters will be sent with the
order to NHS Supply Chain to be included on the advice note and website reports.
Earliest delivery date
This is an optional field that enables you to set a delivery date for the order, if you do not want
to select
the order delivered on the next available delivery date. Click on the calendar icon
your desired earliest delivery date – this must always be at least 2 days from today’s date. Once
selected, an earliest delivery date can be deleted by clicking on the ‘X-calendar’ icon .
The detail of the order shows:
NPCs
A line for each item on the order showing, qty, description, UOI, price bands and value.
NPC entry
Where selection can be made from the National or a Local Catalogue, where this is available for
the Trust.
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Order value
A running total of order value (which will change as the order is built up or amended), as well as
Line count
A total of the line quantities.
Checkout button
This action option will submit a completed order
Save button
This option can be used when an order is partially completed and may be added to, amended or
submitted later
Another button enables flexible detail entry:
Quick add
to display the ‘show’ and
‘hide’ quick add, an additional input
Hover on this toggle icon
facility that enables entry of NPC codes from random text or ‘cut and paste’.
Delete order icon
This is used to cancel the whole order
Delete line icon
To delete individual lines
NPC positioning is changed using the up and down icons:
Click to move item down a line
Click to move item up a line
5.3

Adding lines to a new order

To start a new order, or build up the current order, lines (products from the NHS Supply Chain,
Local or NHS-Cat Catalogues) can be added using one of five methods.
Using the National Product Code
Using the local product code (for e-DC users)
Using an ad-hoc product code (for e-DC users)
Using the catalogue search facility
Using the catalogue browse facility
Each of these methods will be covered in turn in the following sections.
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5.4

Adding lines using a National Product Code (NPC)

The National Product Code (NPC) is a unique number that identifies a particular product line in
the NHS Supply Chain catalogue.
When the Order screen is opened, the cursor is automatically placed in the Local ref field.
Entering TAB will take the cursor straight to the NPC field.
Then, if you know the National Product Code (NPC) of the required item:
Enter the NPC in the NPC box and press the return key.
The cursor will then automatically move to the Qty box. Enter the required quantity and press
the return key.
The chosen product in the required quantity will be added to the detail of the order which
displays lines added to the current order.
Once a line has been added to the order, the cursor returns to the NPC box ready for you to
input the next line.
As new lines are entered into the order you will see that they are displayed on the screen, with
the most recently added line at the top. You will also notice for certain types of product that an
icon appears alongside the description of the product. The icons are detailed in the table below.
denotes an electro-medical product
denotes an item available via e-direct
denotes an item that is COSHH designated
denotes a variable lead time product (hover on this icon to show lead time days)
denotes Eco-friendly item
denotes Product is masked
denotes that the product is eligible for commitment discount
denotes the product is ethically sourced
denotes a WEEE directive product
denotes that a product image is available
If a product is suspended, information explaining this will be displayed in red and will include a
date showing when the suspension will end.
For larger orders an auto-save facility will operate to ensure that input data is not lost in the
event of time-outs. For every 10 lines that are input to an order, the auto-save facility will
save/update a copy of the order to the Saved orders screen (see section 5.10 for details of how to
use Saved orders). This auto-save occurs in the background and does not affect inputting, and
will be largely invisible to the user, unless there is a problem, when the user can return to the
order by clicking in the Saved orders menu. When the order is checked out the saved order is
removed so duplication of the order is avoided.
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5.5

Adding lines using a local product code

Click in the National/Local dropdown box and select Local. Enter the local NPC which must first
have been set up within the e-DC environment. A requirement record must exist for the product
and requisition point. (See e-DC User Guidance notes). The price displayed will relate to the
requirement record on e-DC.
5.6

Adding lines using an ad-hoc product code

Click in the National/Local dropdown box and select Local. Enter the local NPC which must first
have been set up within the e-DC environment. A requirement record must exist for the product
and requisition point. The description is left blank for the user to input the product description
and price. More than one ad-hoc product can be added to an order but the description must be
unique. (see e-DC User Guidance notes).
5.7

Adding lines using the search facility from the catalogue menu option

The catalogue search facility enables you to look for a product in the NHS Supply Chain
catalogue or your Local Catalogue using your own search criteria.
Once a search has been carried out, results are then displayed, listing the products that match
the search criteria. The preferred product can then be selected to add to the shopping basket.
If you want to use the search facility:
Click on Search under the Catalogue option
This will open a box for you to enter your search text criteria, and then clicking on the search
button will produce the NPC details as below. All the results of the search will then be displayed
as a list of products that fit the search criteria, giving NPC, description, Unit of Issue, and price
bands.These are displayed in best match sequence, with a page selector at the bottom of the
screen to enable you to navigate through all the results.

Click NPC to
display product
details

Page navigator

The search criteria should contain one or more words that are likely to be found in either the
base description, the secondary description, the NPC, the Manufacturers Product Code (MPC),
Brand or in any of these (All).
If you know the product you are looking for is a ‘knife’, then enter this as the search criteria and
click the dropdown box for ‘description’ or ‘All’ since they are the most likely elements to
contain this word. Multiple words may be used as search criteria but will only be found when all
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the words appear in the same element, and not across several elements. Note that the
‘description’ shown is the Base followed by Secondary, and each is treated as a separate element.
Try these to see the different results – use ALL from the dropdown:
ICE
ICE CREAM
CREAMY
CREAMY ICE
By mixing the search criteria and the element choices you can maximise your results.
A National Product Code (NPC) or part of a code
Manufacturer’s product code (or part of a code)
Brand name (or part name)
The search results screen lists the NPC, product description, brand name, unit of issue and price
details. It also indicates whether a product is covered by COSHH (Control of Substances
Hazardous to Health) or CHIP (Chemical Hazards Information and Packaging) regulations. COSHH
is an ‘active’ field on this screen to allow you to link to the COSHH data sheet on Supply
ChainNet.
To view the full product card click on the NPC to view product details. Also, if the item has a
icon in the attributes field then you can click this to link to the COSHH data sheet on
COSHH
Supply ChainNet.
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This icon shows
where there are
product images

Click the NPC
for product
details

There is a ‘back’ button in the bottom right of the product detail screen to click and return to
the initial search results.
The top of the screen displays product detail.

The bottom of the screen shows product images where they exist.
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Once the required item(s) is located on the search results page click on the
icon on those
products you wish to add to the current order. You then have the opportunity to review a
‘shopping basket’ of items you have selected, by clicking the plus sign (close this by clicking the
minus sign) in the box next to ‘Your order contains…lines.’ Items that are not required can be
deleted at this time using the cross icon

Order
summary
toggle

Add item to
order
icon on all those products you wish to add to the current order, a
After clicking on the
summary of the order can be viewed by clicking on the summary toggle. A further click on the
“Your order contains n lines” text will take you through to the order entry screen where
quantities can be amended prior to saving or checking out the order.
5.8

Adding lines using the browse facility from the catalogue menu option

The catalogue browse facility enables you to look for a product in the NHS Supply Chain
catalogue via a display of commodity types.
If you want to use the browse facility click on Browse under the Catalogue option
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Order lines
summary

Product find

Key to
masking

Catalogue
tree

There are four main features on the browse screen:
Catalogue tree
this displays the NHS Supply Chain catalogue in the form of a tree, which can be expanded to
show the next level of detail by clicking on the plus sign to the left of the section heading, or if
no plus sign is displayed by clicking on the section heading
Order lines option
After selection, displays number of items, and clicking here returns you to the New Order screen.
Find
This will go to the required part of the catalogue by entering an NPC or part NPC (a minimum of
two alpha characters must be entered)
Key to masking
Explanation of mask and product classification symbols. There are three different colours which
define the status of different sections/products in the catalogue and these are displayed in the
catalogue browse facility:
Mask

May 2008

Meaning

Description

Unmasked
section

These groups of products can be ordered by users with the
appropriate role

Masked section

groups of products have been masked by the Trust, and are not
available. Unless the user has the mask override role.

Partially masked
section

some of the products in the section are masked and may not be
ordered
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Select the required product group, and then catalogue sections by clicking on the plus sign. A list
of products will then be displayed. Clicking on a specific product will then show the product
details on the right hand side (as below) with the option to use the ‘Add to order’ button. As
with the previous Search option, more than one item can be selected and added to a shopping
basket before returning to the order screen. To return to the Order screen, allow the cursor to
hover on the ‘Your order contains …lines’ text, and then click on the hyperlink.

When searching from multi-line orders and favourites a scroll bar is displayed when the shopping
basket is selected, to enable review/delete of the items on the order or favourite.

5.9

Adding e-direct lines to an order

lines can be added to an order using any of the methods described above. For eE-direct
direct lines, an earliest delivery date calendar appears on the item line within the order screen.
At this stage you may specify the delivery date for that particular line. This field is not
mandatory. If no specific date is required the system will default to the next available delivery
date. Different delivery dates can be specified for different e-direct lines in the same order.
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and select the
To insert a date into the earliest delivery date field click on the calendar icon
desired date. This date then becomes the default date for subsequent e-direct lines added to the
order. This can be cleared by clicking on the ‘X-calendar’ icon .
To change delivery dates for e-direct lines, retrieve the line and select a new date using the
calendar icon.

The date set in the earliest delivery date field for e-direct lines overrides the earliest delivery
date set on the order header at the top of the screen. A single order may thereby be
automatically split into a number of orders with different delivery dates (i.e. non-e-direct lines to
be delivered on or after the earliest delivery date and e-direct lines delivered on dates specified
against each line).
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5.10

Adding NHS-Cat lines to an order

NHS-Cat is a link to those products within our National framework contracts, previously hosted
by PASA (Purchasing and Supply Agency) on e-Cat.
When raising an order select an NHS-Cat item for ordering use the dropdown as shown below to
select NHS-Cat.

Enter the NHS-Cat product code and hit return.

Enter details local ref, earliest date and quantity as required and then save or checkout to create
the order. Once all NHS-Cat products have been added to the order use the dropdown to change
the selection back to the National or Local catalogue.

The message confirms that the order has been processed and the action that should be taken,
see sections 5.10.1 and 5.10.2 for further information.
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Online ordering manages the process of raising orders with mixed product types of Stock, Local
and NHS-Cat as shown below.
5.10.1 Reqpoints with EDC Feed
Online ordering will check where Trusts have reqpoints set up to receive edc feeds via external
locations. Shown below for a reqpoint that has an edc external feed is an order created for
Stock, NHS-Cat and Local items.

Stock
product
NHS-Cat
product
Local
product

Checkout results with the following screen display showing two orders, one for the two lines of
nonstock products and one for the stock line:

Nonstock
order
Stock
order
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5.10.2 Reqpoints with no external feed
For Trusts that have no edc external feed linked to their reqpoints.

Stock
product
NHS-Cat
product
Local
product

After checkout the following screen display shows two orders, one for the two lines of nonstock
products and one for the stock line:

Nonstock
order
Stock
order
The message displayed explains that to process non-stock orders these will need to be exported
via excel or printed. In this way the Trust will be able to transfer the necessary data into their
own non-stock ordering system.
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Click the nonstock order number to display the order details and use the buttons at the bottom
to export in an excel format or print the order as shown below.
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5.10.3 Searching for NHS-Cat products
Search the catalogue and NHS-Cat products will display on a green background.

Stock items
shown on
grey
background
NHS-Cat
items shown
on green
background
To view the product detail of NHS-Cat items click the NPC and the following screen will appear.

This differs from the product detail of a stock item, and the following fields should be noted :
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Unit of Purchase instead of Unit of Issue.
Price band quantities are displayed in Units of Purchase.
DUNS number is the Data Universal Numbering System which is the Supplier ref.
GTIN is the Global Trade Item Number that refers to the product.
UNSPSC is the United Nations Standard Products and Services Code.

5.11

Viewing detail lines in the order

As new lines are added, by whatever method, these will appear at the bottomof the list. Once
you have added a few lines to the order, by whichever means, the lines on the current order
should look like this:
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5.12

Amending, and deleting lines from the current order
Amend
quantity

Delete line

To amend a line, click into the line qty box. After entering a new quantity you may press return
to navigate between the quantity fields to make further changes to other lines on the order. To
icon. The screen will refresh to show the item has been removed
delete a line, click the

5.13

Saving the current order and using saved orders

Once created, orders can either be checked out, or they can be saved. Saved orders can be
reopened at any time and deleted, amended or checked out.
To save a current order for use later, click on the Save action button at the bottom of the line
details. This will save the current order, ready to be reviewed, added to, amended or sent at a
later time
You will see a notification displayed to confirm that the order has been saved (as below)
including an internal id number which can be used to identify individual orders within the saved
orders screen.
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Saved orders is viewed by selecting order status from the menu bar, and then selecting saved
orders from the dropdown menu shown. This will display all the orders that have been saved for
all requisition points that the user has been assigned. Selecting an individual saved order allows
it to be edited or deleted, by selecting the options provided.
The order status screen is covered in more detail in section 8.1
edit option in
A saved order can be completed and checked out at any time by selecting the
the Saved orders list. This will reopen the saved order, which can then be edited and/or checked
out using the same method as for new orders.
5.14

Checkout - submitting a complete order

Orders which have been checked out are only sent to NHS Supply Chain once they have been
authorised.
The Checkout action button at the bottom of the main ordering screen will send the current
order for authorisation
If you have the authorise role, the following message will be displayed

This screen also displays details of the sent order, split into a number of orders where there is
more than one delivery date or delivery note. Where no date is shown, the delivery date
defaults to the earliest available date.
If your order contains more than 99 lines, this will automatically be split into two or more orders
so that the NHS Supply Chain system can accept the order.
If a mix of local products and stock items has been ordered, the system will split the order. The
screens below show the order entry of both stock and local items and the split once the order is
checked out.
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Click to checkout the order.

Three separate orders have been created , one each for stock, non-stock and e-direct items as
shown by the icons:
- nonstock
- e-direct
- stock
Authorised orders will be processed immediately.
If you do not have this role or you have exceeded your financial limit, the authorisation required
screen will be displayed, with the one of the appropriate messages as shown in the two screen
examples below.
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If there is an authoriser present, they can enter their own user name and pin number to
authorise the order. Once authorised the message “This order has been successfully authorised”
will be displayed

If there is no authorised user present, the requisitioner should select Enter. The order will then
be given a status of awaiting authorisation. The following message will be displayed “This order has not been authorised, your authorising user will receive an email notification
shortly”.
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Users that have (for this requisition point), ‘authorise and send’ , and the ‘authorisation email
recipient’ roles will be notified by e-mail that an order is awaiting authorisation. Authorisers can
alternatively elect not to receive these emails although this will not affect the user's ability to log
into LOL and authorise orders.
As shown below, the e-mail gives the internal order id, value and number of lines, and the
username that created the order.

Click here to
stop receiving
emails

These orders will be included in the for authorisation list on the order status screen (see section
8.1) if you are an authoriser, or in the awaiting authorisation list if you cannot authorise the
order.
Only authorised orders will be released for processing.
Once authorised and sent to NHS Supply Chain, the status of authorised orders can be viewed in
the latest orders list in order status
5.15

Delete order

on the order header in saved orders or in awaiting
Clicking on the delete order icon
authorisation will display the following screen.

Clicking the delete button on the above will then display one of the following screens to show
that the order has been either denied if you are an authoriser deleting an order that is not your
own; or deleted if you are deleting your own order. See the two example screens below.
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5.16

Show / hide quick add

the following screen will appear. This displays a box that
Once you have clicked on this icon
enables manual input, or input via ‘cut and paste’ of NPC codes, Local or NHS-Cat products that
are required. First select the relevant catalogue from the dropdown box. As shown in the
example below, codes may be entered using a comma, full stop or space as separators.

Click the
arrow to
display the
input box

Input NSV
codes

After data has been entered, click on the ‘Quick Add’ button, and valid NPC’s will be added as
lines to the order as shown in the screen example below. NPC validation also occurs when Quick
add is clicked, an error message will appear in red for NPC’s that do not exist in the catalogue.

Upon completion save or checkout the order as required.
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6.0

Creating a quick order

Only users who have been granted the appropriate roles (which are covered in more detail in
section 13)are able to raise quick orders.
Ensure that the Trust and requisition point you require are shown in the top right hand corner.
Let the cursor hover over order on the menu bar and select quick order from the dropdown
menu to begin the process of creating a new order.
The cursor is automatically placed in the NPC box ready for you to type in an NPC to begin your
order.

Enter the NPC in the NPC box and press the return key
The cursor will then automatically move to the qty box. Enter the required quantity and press
the return key.
The chosen product in the required quantity will be added above the NPC and quantity input
boxes.
Once a line has been added to the order, the cursor returns to the NPC box ready for you to
input the next line.
As new lines are entered via the quick order screen you will see that they are displayed in the
order of input.
Click on the dropdown to switch between national, NHS-Cat or local catalogue where necessary.
When all lines have been added to the order, click on the ‘Add to order’ button, and the
following screen will be displayed. For eDC users with a non stock ordering environment Local
and ad-hoc items can be entered along with stock lines. The use of the ad-hoc item requires a
product description to be entered at time of ordering. For more information see eDC guidance
notes available on the NHS Supply Chain website.
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If an NPC has been mistyped, an error message will be displayed as below.

If the product has been masked then this will be shown on the screen with the

The options are either re-enter the NPC correctly as a new line and delete using
the incorrect line from the order or
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If a direct or indirect alternative is shown against a masked or unavailable item, then you will be
able to select this as a replacement providing it is not masked also. Hovering over the
replacement will indicate whether it is a ‘direct’ or ‘indirect’ alternative.

Use the
hyperlink to
select an
alternative
product
Where no
alternative ,
browse the
catalogue

On this screen you can enter the local reference text, and/or earliest delivery date. Once all lines
with errors have been edited or deleted then click checkout to submit the order.
This is covered in detail in sections 5.12 and 5.13
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7.0

Authorising orders

Only users who have been granted the appropriate role (see sections 12 and 13), are able to
authorise orders raised by themselves and other users.
To view orders that require authorisation hover over order status on the menu bar, then select
the for authorisation option from the dropdown, and this will display all the orders that
currently require authorisation and for which you (as the authorising officer) are responsible.
Using this screen the authorising officer can authorise, amend or delete the order using the icons
which appear to the right of each line:
Authorise
Edit
Delete

The display is in order summary format sorted by date of input with the most recent order at the
top. This provides information about the order including the order id, date, user name,
requisition point, and order value.
The authorising officer can authorise an order immediately by a single click on
This processes the order without any further review.

to authorise.

edit option.
The authorising officer can amend an order before authorising by selecting the
This displays a screen (as below) replicating the order screen and enables the authorising officer
to amend order quantities and to add and delete lines from an order.
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Delete order
option

By selecting the
delete option on the summary screen or the delete order
on the update
order screen above, and confirm by clicking the delete button on the screen below, the
authoriser can reject the order entirely.

‘This order has been successfully denied, click here to return to your orders for authorisation’ will
then appear, as shown below.

Clicking cancel will take you back to the order screen without deleting the order.
If an order is amended or denied by the authorising officer, this will appear within latest orders
and can be viewed by the requisitioner (see section 8) for a period of three weeks. An e-mail will
be sent to the requisitioner if the whole order is denied.
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8.0

Order status

Two of the main features of the order status screen have already been covered in saved orders
(section 5.8) and authorising orders (section 7). In this section we will quickly review those
features and then focus on the latest orders feature, which provides ‘track and trace’ functions
for recently submitted orders.
Selecting the order status menu will display five or six options. The options displayed will be
appropriate to your assigned user roles.

Order status
options

8.1

Awaiting authorisation

This list shows orders submitted by the user for authorisation that have not yet been authorised.
Orders listed here can still be edited or deleted, using the action options. Once authorised, the
order can be viewed in the latest orders list.
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8.2

For authorisation

This lists submitted orders requiring authorisation and can only be viewed by users who may
authorise ordersWhere orders require authorisation, the list displays authorise,
edit and
delete options against each order. This list also displays the order id, identity of user, requisition
point, order value and date order submitted as well as the local reference number (if used).

8.3

Saved orders

This lists orders created and saved by the user but not submitted. As described earlier, saved
edit or
delete options for each order. By
orders can be edited or deleted by clicking on the
selecting the edit option and then checkout, a saved order can be sent for authorisation, or
submitted directly to NHS Supply Chain if the user has the appropriate level of authorisation.
Saved orders can be sorted by the user by clicking on the active column headings of order id,
requisition point, value and order date.
If the user who created the order selects delete then it will be removed from the database.
However, if another user’s saved order is deleted it can be viewed under latest orders with the
Trust status of denied for a period of three weeks.
An e-mail will be sent to the person who created the order notifying them of the deletion with
details of the order and the person who deleted it. The icon denotes orders that were input to
the system using e-DC software using a handheld demand capture device.
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If an order line is denied, as shown on the screen below, these lines may subsequently be
resurrected (at the time of update, or from the saved order) by clicking on the
plus icon
against the line.

8.4

Latest orders

This option allows the requisitioner to ‘track and trace’ recent orders, and to determine the
current status of each order and each line within the order. Latest orders shows a key at the
bottom of the screen explaining what type of order each suffix relates to.

Key to order
suffix

The list can be filtered, so that the orders displayed contain either a specified NPC code, order
mumber, local ref or requisition point as shown below. Select the appropriate dropdown filter
option and enter the criteria in the box and press return.
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Only orders submitted by the user using Online ordering in the last 3 weeks and already
authorised appear in the latest orders list (submitted orders not authorised will appear in the
awaiting authorisation list)
For each requisition point, the list indicates, order reference, order owner, (i.e. the user who
created the order), Trust status (e.g. order amended and sent), NHS Supply Chain status (e.g.
‘Your order has been delivered’ ), value of order/line, order date, delivery date and local
reference number (if used).
The displayed order date in the latest order listing is the date the order was checked out, not the
date the order was initially created (which may have been saved for some time). Consequently
the most recent orders appear at the top of the screen. The delivery date displays the actual
date the order will be, or has been, delivered on.
Order status information appears in the latest orders list, where it relates to the order as a whole
By clicking on the order reference of an order in the latest orders list, you can open the order
details screen which shows detailed order status. This will provide information about the status
of each line in the order (see section 8.2) and also offers the opportunity to click on the buttons
under the total to either create a favourite or create an order using the details shown on the
screen.
Details of who created, last amended and authorised the order are displayed along with a date
and time on the order detail screen shown below, also shown are the create order and create
favourite action buttons.

Click NPC to
see product
detail
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Note:
Latest orders will offer the option to view ALL of the Trust’s available requisition points’ latest
orders, not just the requisition point selected from the home page. Should you decide from
within the latest order line detail to create an order or create a favourite using these details, the
requisition point you will be raising the order or favourite for will be the one displayed in the
new order header, and in the top right hand corner, which is NOT necessarily the requisition
point you may have been looking at within latest orders.
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8.5

Latest external orders

This option allows the user to ‘track and trace’ recent orders, and to determine the current status
of each order and each line within the order. Explanation of the order suffix is shown in a key at
the bottom of the screen.

By clicking on the order reference of an order in the latest external orders list, you can open the
order details screen which shows detailed order status. This will provide information about the
status of each line in the order and also offers the opportunity to click on the buttons under the
total to either create a favourite or create an order using the details shown on the screen.
8.6

Latest non-stock orders

This option also allows the user to ‘track and trace’ recent orders. This only applies to local and
NHS-Cat orders entered via Supply Chain Online ordereing which have a W suffix. Some of these
fields will be blank because they are not updated for non-stock orders.

Clicking on the order reference of an order in the latest non-stock orders list, you can open the
order details screen which shows detailed order lines. This will provide information about the
status of each line in the order and also offers the opportunity to click on the buttons under the
total to either create a favourite or create an order using the details shown on the screen.
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Note:
Ad-hoc order lines can not be saved to a favourite owing to the nature of the item, but local
items can be added to a new favourite via this method.
8.7

Order status messages

Initially until the order is tracked within Resus for the first time, the delivery date will be
populated with the earliest delivery date where one has been entered.
Above are some examples of the number of different order status messages which may be
displayed, with columns showing the Trust status and NHS Supply Chain status. By clicking on the
order reference in the left hand column the status at line level is then displayed.
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8.7.1

Trust status messages

Order sent
The user has checked out the order successfully, and it has been submitted for processing
Sent - some lines denied
Prior to checking out the order, another user (not the originator) who does not own the order
has deleted (denied) one or more lines.
Denied
Orders which are deleted by another user (not the originator) will remain on the system for 3
weeks and can be viewed in latest orders with a Trust Status of denied. Orders deleted by the
originator of the order will have been removed from the system prior to check out and so can
not be viewed.
Order amended and sent
Prior to checking out the order, another user who does not own the order has amended it in
some way e.g. quantity or has added an extra line.

8.7.2

Supply Chain status messages:

Order received
This is a temporary message that appears after the order has been received, but prior to the start
of processing in Supply Chain. It should quickly be replaced by one of the following two status
messages:
We are processing your order
The order has been received by NHS Supply Chain and is being processed so that the order can
be picked.
Forward order received
The orders delivery date is more than 8 days in the future. Processing of the order has been
suspended until nearer the delivery date. The order will automatically be processed at the
correct time.
Temporarily out of stock (only appears at detailed line level)
The item is currently out of stock in the NHS Supply Chain distribution centre. Depending on
your Trust’s requirements, this will have been placed on automatic back order, or may need reordering.
We are packing your order
Your order has been processed and is currently being picked and packed.
Packed and loaded on to lorry
The products are on the lorry awaiting final confirmation and delivery paperwork
Ready for delivery
All paperwork is complete and the delivery is ready to go
Your order has been delivered
The order has arrived at the delivery point and has been unloaded
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Blue diamond - will follow soon (only appears at detailed line level)
Cross dock items may have variable lead times, and therefore take longer to deliver than other
products, (the standard lead time is 2 days).The expected date of delivery will be displayed in the
comments’ column
Supplier out of stock (only appears at detailed line level)
A cross dock order line has been denied by the supplier
Incomplete
The order line has not been accepted by NHS Supply Chain main system due to either of the
following reasons, shown as messages in the ‘comments’ column;
Invalid GL Code
InactNSVSTC

No valid financial code has been set up for this product line
An inactive product code has been requested.

The current status displayed will exactly mirror what you have been charged for. This is more up
to date than the Priced Advice Note (PAN) and should therefore be the first point of reference if
there is a discrepancy between the delivery and the PAN.

8.7.3 Comments:
Additional information regarding the order may appear here such as –
AWSL – See 06294W/14
This means that the item is ‘available while stocks last’ but not enough to fulfil the requirement.
An extra line has been added to the order either for the direct alternative to the originally
requested item or for a residual amount for the same item, appended at line 14.

8.8

Unsatisfied lines

Click the unsatisfied lines hyperlink displayed under system alerts and messages or from the
dropdown option under order status.
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Dropdown
selection

Hyperlink to
unsatisfied
lines
Unsatisfied lines are then displayed within each affected reqpoint.
Click the order hyperlink to display the original order details where these originated in online
ordering. Also displayed in columns are npc, description, qty and value.
Where available the narrative column shows reason for unavailability, product due dates, local
refs and back order details. Examples of reasons that could be identified are:
Supplier failure
No stock at supplier
Manufacturing problem
Supplier issue
NHSSC issue
National stock problem
Product suspended
Product deleted from contract
The actioned by column will remain blank until that product has been selected, reviewed and/or
processed.
Click one or more boxes to select those products.
The other product boxes are greyed out to ensure only one reqpoint’s details are updated at a
time.
Unsatisfied lines are initially displayed for the current date and these may be selected for
processing. However, previously unsatisfied lines can be viewed only by selecting a different
date.
Scroll to the bottom of the screen and click ‘process’
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Select date to
view previous
unsatisfied
lines
Click Process

The selected products are then presented within the ‘new order’ screen allowing the user to
view and select alternatives
select a new product using the catalogue search
delete the original products
review and return back to the unsatisfied lines screen

Click for
alternative

After amending the order in the usual way, deleting items and selecting an alternative, click
‘checkout’
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The message displays to show order is successful and provides a link back to the unsatisfied lines.
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The actioned by column now records the username, date and time of processing.

Details of most
recent update
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9.0

Favourite lists

9.1

Favourite lists and their uses

Favourite lists have a number of uses and benefits. They can be used to:
Set up a ‘shopping basket’ of items
Submit standard or regular orders
Save the need to re-enter the same items every time
Alter products and quantities
Be individually named to reflect their use or theme. E.g. ‘weekly’, ‘monthly’, ‘stationery’,
‘catering’ etc
Rename an existing favourite
Pre-set the date to be activated
9.2

The favourite screen

Using the home page, select the requisition point and then select favourites from the dropdown
favourite option on the menu bar. The favourite maintenance screen displays favourites lists
already set up, shown in alphabetical order. The ‘Line count’ column refers to the number of
products contained within the favourite list.

9.3

Creating new favourite lists

Users can create favourite lists to reflect their own pattern of ordering.
When the favourite maintenance screen is opened, the cursor automatically moves to the blank
box beside the ‘Add favourite’ button.
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Type in a name to describe your new favourites list (example shown is PROVISIONS)
Click the “Add favourite” button
The new list (PROVISIONS) will now be added to lists displayed on the screen
There are four action icons to the right of each list displayed,
each one, and brief text will appear to explain their function.

, hover the cursor over

Click on this icon to create a new order, which can then be amended in the same way as
orders created using the Order function
Click on this icon to enter/alter the details of the Favourite list
This icon is a report option which enables the user to use the browsers print function to
print the favourites list
Will immediately remove the selected Favourite lists with no further action required by
the user.
By selecting
to edit the favourites list it will then be displayed in detail, showing each product
in the list and the last ordered quantity. The screen below shows the favourite list called Medical,
icon. (see section 10)
which may be converted into a standing order by clicking on the
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The screen below appears when the
created.

edit option is selected after a new favourite has been

In both the previous scenarios, the options at the bottom of the screen enable the following
methods of adding lines to the favourite, saving and returning to the favourite list.
Quick add
to ‘show’ and
‘hide’ quick add, an additional input facility that
This is a toggle icon
enables entry of NPC codes from text or ‘cut and paste’ from an external source (e.g.
spreadsheet).
Load default lines
This creates a list of all the items the requisition point has ordered over the last three months.
This may be helpful when creating a new favourite. The default quantity will always be zero for
lines added in this manner.

Note: The Loaded Default lines will override any existing lines on the Favourite even if the
requisition point has had no orders over the last three months. Then in this instance a blank
favourite will be displayed and if saved all original lines will have been lost.
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Note:
Always click save changes after input. If you fail to do so (for example, if you select order from
the menu bar) you will lose the favourites list you have been working on.
The back button returns the user to the previous screen.
The delete button removes the selected item line from the favourite list.
Clicking on the quantity box enables the user to alter the quantity of the product.
NPC positioning can be changed using the up and down icons:
Click to move item down a line
Click to move item up a line
Additional NPC’s may be entered individually using the NPC box (see below) from either the
national, NHS-Cat or local trust catalogues where available.

There are three ways to add a new item to the favourites list, which replicates the methods for
adding lines in the order process
If you know the NPC, type this in the NPC box, set the desired quantity in the qty box
Alternatively, click on the catalogue menu option to use browse or search to find a product.
Click here to
display items
on favourite

Click
hyperlink to
return to
favourite
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Further lines can be added to the shopping basket by clicking on the ‘add to favourite’ action
button below the product detail section. To return to the favourite to enter quantities required
and save changes, click on the ‘Your favourite contains …. lines’ active link
Favourites may be created using products that are on the National, NHS-Cat and Local catalogues
as shown below.

9.4

Creating favourites with zero quantities

New favourite lists of products can be created with zero quantities by adding NPC codes (via
NPC, browse or search) and selecting a zero quantity. Existing products on a favourite list can
also be amended to a zero quantity.
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9.5

Copying favourites to other requisition points

Click favourite copy from the favourites dropdown option on the menu bar. The next screen
displays those requisition points which can be selected for copying.
Select
favourite

Search for
requisition
point

Select the favourite name you wish to copy from the drop down list box. Once a favourite list
name has been selected you can select requisition points by a number of methods:
by number or name using the find function
by clicking on the required requisition point
By clicking on a selection of requisition points while holding down the ctrl key
By clicking on the “>All>” or “<All<” buttons in the centre pane
Having selected either one or more requisition points, click on the > button in the centre pane to
allocate requisition points. The results will be displayed in the right hand ‘Selected requisition
points’ pane.
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Click > to
select
required
requisition
points

When changes have been made in this screen the “Save changes” button will be highlighted in
red. click on Save changes to confirm your selection. A message will be displayed underneath
informing you of the status of your copy action.

Save changes
highlighted
in red
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Requisition
points are
available
again to
assign other
favourites

System
update
information
If a favourite name already exists for the requisition point you selected for copying, then the
copied favourite will overwrite the existing favourite of the same name and a message will be
displayed to this effect.
All details of the favourite will be copied including the standing order pre-authorisation fields,
frequency and next order or manual order dates.
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9.6

Creating orders using favourites lists

To create an order from a favourite:
Select favourites from the menu bar
‘Create an order from this Favourite’ icon on the right hand side of the screen,
Click on the
and as shown below the favourite details will be inserted into the order screen.
Ensure that all quantities are correct before checking out as lines with zero quantities will be
removed from the order. The order may be saved with zero quantities.
The favourite name will be used as the default local reference, this may be altered if required.
Favourite
name is
inserted as
local
reference
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9.7

Automatic advice of changes to favourites

Favourite lists are checked, and where necessary, updated by the system to reflect any catalogue
changes (i.e. price / description / discontinued products). This will occur on a daily basis
If any of the products contained within the favourites lists are deleted from the NHS Supply
Chain catalogue for any reason, the title of the favourites list containing that product will
change to red in the favourites list (see screen below) A message is also printed below the list
title.

To amend, click on the
favourites list.

icon for that list, which will show the full list of products within the

Click to
insert
alternative
product
Scan down the list to find those products that are highlighted in red, which also contain a
message such as ‘This product is no longer in the catalogue’
Where shown, hover on the alternative product and text will display whether it is a ‘direct’ or
‘indirect’ replacement. Click on this product and it is inserted automatically to replace the
unavailable product.
indicates a product which has been masked by the trust since the favourite was set up.
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9.8

Printing favourites list

and the
If a print of the favourites list is required click on the ‘View favourite report’ icon
details of the favourites list will be displayed. Maximise this to display as shown below. Use the
print option at the top left of the report to produce a printed copy of the full favourites list, click
the close option to return to the favourite summary screen.
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10.0

Standing orders

Favourite lists can also be used to create standing orders.
Dates set in standing orders are the dates that orders will be sent (either to be authorised, or for
processing), not the date that the products are delivered to the Trust.
10.1

Creating a standing order

Open the favourite screen from the main menu bar. Identify the required favourite lists and click
icon to view the favourites list detailed screen.
on the
When the favourite maintenance screen appears, hover on the icon underneath the requisition
point and this will display the ‘Convert to Standing Order’ text. Click on this icon
Click to
alternate
between
favourite
and standing
order

The following screen will display with the options at the top to allow input of the standing order
icon.
requirements. Convert between favourite and standing order by clicking on the
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The parameters of this order are defined by entering the required start date, end date and
frequency.
Entering a start and end date will determine the period for which the standing order will be
active, these can be entered using the calendar function
The start and end date boxes.
The frequency will determine how often the standing order is created from the options
contained in the drop-down list, eg weekly, fortnightly etc.
A blank end date will allow the standing order to continue indefinitely.
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10.2

Auto send

If the user clicks in the Auto send box, the orders will be automatically generated at the specified
intervals and depending on the users roles, will either be submitted directly to NHS Supply Chain
or will be sent to the For authorisation list, awaiting authorisation. A separate e-mail to this
effect will be automatically sent to the Authorising Officer advising that an order requires
authorisation, and the user will also receive an e-mail advising them of this.
If the user does not click in the Auto Send box, the standing orders will be automatically
generated at the required intervals, but will go into the users Saved Orders list, to be checked
and/or amended before being submitted.
A standing order when created automatically overnight will also update the local reference on
the order with the favourite name, as well as creating an ‘authorisation’ email where necessary
(see above).
10.3

Authorised

If a user has the authoriser role and sufficient financial limit, the standing order will
automatically be authorised when saved.
If the user does not have the authoriser role then a warning message is given when the standing
order is saved. No orders are created until an authoriser logs in and saves the standing order
thereby checking the authorisation box.
Standing orders that are not authorised will appear as a system alert on the Home Page.
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Home page
standing
order alert
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If an authoriser of a standing order is subsequently deleted as a user then as well as the home
page the alert will appear:
At the point when the user is deleted in User Maintenance

In favourite maintenance

Standing
order alert
These standing orders will need re-authorising immediately by a valid authoriser.
10.4

One-off post-dated orders

The standing orders function can also be used to create one-off ‘post-dated’ orders, simply by
restricting the start/end dates.
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10.5

Saving and changing standing orders

To amend standing orders, from the main favourites screen, select edit beside the relevant list.
Change the details of the standing order as required. Click on save and then back. Amendments
should be made on the day prior to the next order date as the requirement is sent to Resus at
12.05am on that day.
Pre-authorised standing orders if amended by the authoriser (with sufficient financial limit) will
automatically remain authorised.
Pre-authorised standing orders if amended by a user without the authoriser role (or with
insufficient financial limit) will be saved as unauthorised and will require the authoriser to login
and authorise.
10.6

Setting a manual date

Setting a manual date is both a way of getting an extra delivery or extending the time period
until the next delivery. If the user wants to alter the next order date for a standing order this can
be done from the main favourite screen.
In the main favourite screen, the table displays the next order date for each standing order. The
column next to this is the manual date facility. Enter a new manual date using the calendar icon.

Manual date set before:
If a manual date is set before the next order date the order will generate on the manual date as
well as the next order date, creating an additional order.
After activation of the manual date, this field is cleared and the next order date will remain as
the original day and frequency.
Manual date set after:
If the manual date is set after the next order date, the order will generate on the manual date
only, skipping the original next order date.
After activation of the manual date, the next order date will be re-calculated based on the
original day and frequency.
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Below is an example of a standing order (Provisions) with a manual date entered (19/04/2007), it
has a ‘weekly’ frequency.

The same standing order (Provisions) is shown below after activation for the manual date, and
showing the new next order date (25/04/2007). No order was raised on the 18th but was created
instead on the 19th.

10.7

Automatic advice of standing orders affected by a bank holiday

If any standing orders are due to be created within a bank holiday period such that deliveries
may be affected, a red warning message will be displayed on the favourite summary list and on
the home page for the relevant requisition point. (see Section 3.)

Bank holiday
warning
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Home Page bank holiday shown as part of the alerts and messages

Additional messages are shown for standing orders containing unavailable products or those
awaiting authorisation.
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11.0

Reports

11.1

User report - viewing your own user roles

Users can view their own roles and assigned requisition points by selecting their name from the
home page and then select user report.

Click on user
report

Identify
those who
never use
the system

The report gives information about:
Your financial limit.
Your trust administrator(s) in the Trust.
Your assigned roles, and requisition points for the selected Trust.
Other users with user maintenance, and authorise and send roles.
The last date users have logged in is shown, giving the opportunity to monitor usage and to
delete users who have ‘Never’ logged in, or delete old users who have left the organisation.
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To print the user report click on the print button at the top left of the report.
To exit the user report click the active close link at the top left of the report.
11.2

Mask report – viewing masked items

Select mask report from the main menu bar, users can view a list of catalogue sections, groups
and products which have been masked at trust or requisition point level. Where sections or
groups are completely masked they are not broken down in detail. Only in sections or groups
which are partially masked are individual products listed.
Click on
mask report

To print the mask report click on the print button at the top left of the report.
To exit the mask report click the active close link at the top left of the report.
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12.0

User maintenance

12.1

Access to user maintenance functions

Only trust administrators and users who have been given the rights to do so by a trust
administrator will be able to access the user maintenance function. There are a range of access
roles assigned to users through the user maintenance function, enabling new users to be added
to the system and existing users to be amended or deleted.
12.2

User maintenance

For users with the trust administrator or user maintenance role assigned, the user maintenance
option is accessed using the dropdown options under admin on the menu bar. It can also be
accessed after login by clicking on the user name hyperlink. A trust and requisition point must
be assigned before accessing user maintenance.
Click from
the admin
dropdown

Click on the
user’s name

A user that has the trust administrator role assigned to them is allowed to amend all their own
details and those of others in the trust(s) by selecting from the drop down username box.
A user that has the user maintenance role (but not trust administrator), will only be allowed to
create, delete and amend details for other users in the trust. They will only be allowed to assign
roles, trusts, and requisition points that they have access to themselves. They should request their
trust administrator to make any other necessary changes. This user can not amend their own
access accept to reset personal details including password and pin.
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12.2.1 User Details

The user maintenance screen has further option tabs of user details, roles, trusts, requisition
points and help.
Each line of the user details record can be changed and saved as required.
Clicking on reset password will send a system password to the e-mail address shown on the
screen. A hyperlink on the email will present the user the online ordering login screen with
their username inserted on it. The user will be prompted on their login to enter a new password.
System password e-mails should be deleted from the mailbox once used. Clicking on reset PIN
sets the current PIN to a system default. As the PIN is role dependent the user will be given the
opportunity to enter a new PIN at the next login attempt if they have the Authorise and Send
role.
12.2.2 Roles

Using the chevrons > or < Roles can be assigned or removed.
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12.2.3 Trusts

Using the chevrons > or < Trusts can be assigned or removed.
12.2.4 Requisition Points

After selection of the relevant trust via the drop down box, using the chevrons > or < requisition
points can be assigned or removed. A find facility enables location of specific requisition points
by name or number.Requisition points can only be individually assigned or removed if the user
does not have the all requisition point role.
12.2.5 Information
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The information text can be displayed on screen and used in conjunction with the user guidance
notes.
12.3

Creating a new user

User Details
Click on the Create User button in user maintenance and the following screen will be displayed.

All fields are mandatory. The username must be unique. (Note that deleted users are retained in
an ‘Inactive User’ table for an indefinite period for audit requirements).
The name field must be the user’s name in full. The email must contain the @ sign and one or
more full stops. It is essential that the email is accurate as this is where the system sends
password information. The telephone number should contain a valid STD code and a space
before the rest of the number.
If you intend to give the user a ‘No Financial Limit’ role the financial limit should be set to zero.
Click the save changes button, Note that the user will receive their password notification and be
able to log in at this stage, so it is advisable to enter the user roles , trusts and tequisition points
promptly. On screen confirmation that an e-mail has been sent will be displayed.
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Here is an example of a User Details screen with data entered, the system prompts in red to ‘save
changes’

Once the save button is clicked, the screen will refresh.

Ensure the new username is re-displayed in the drop down box before
continuing.
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Roles
Select roles using the tabs below the username and the following screen will be displayed.

By highlighting the required role and using the > and < chevrons the following roles can be
assigned or removed. Click save to accept changes.
Connect
All Users must have this assigned in order to connect to the system. This role enables the basic
functions of search, browse, mask report and user report.
Requisitioner
This role enables a user to access the Order option on the menu bar.
Quick order
This function also enables a user to raise and submit an order with reduced online validation to
improve the speed of entry.
All Requisition Points
The Trust Administrator can assign this role to a user who requires access to all requisition points
within the Trust.
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Authorise and send orders
This combined role will enable a user to have orders sent and authorised automatically up to the
financial limit granted in their user details record. For this role to be effective the requisitioner
role must also be granted.
No financial limit
When this role is assigned, it will override any financial limit value granted in the user details
record and allow the user to order without financial limit.
Masking
Once this role is assigned, it will display on the dropdown masking menu as product masking and
mask allocation.
Mask override
This role will enable the user to raise orders for any items that have been masked for either the
Trust or requisition point.
User maintenance
This option enables new users to be created and existing users to be modified within their given
users Trust and selection of requisition points.
Trust administrator
The trust administrator role is assigned by NHS Supply Chain (contact IT Help Desk on 01773
724255, or e-mail IT.Helpdesk@supplychain.nhs.uk ). In addition to user maintenance, trust
administrators will be able to modify their own user details and role for their given Trusts.
Req point maintenance
This role allows a user to create, amend and deactivate requisition points within Online ordering
which will then be posted automatically into the NHS Supply Chain warehouse management
system (Resus).
e-DC roles
The user guidance notes are available on the LOL home page.
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Trusts
By clicking the appropriate depot and relevant Trust, and clicking on the > chevron the user can
be assigned more than one Trust under their single username. The < chevron can be used to
remove a Trust. Click save to accept changes.

Requisition points
If the user has the ‘All requisition points’ role assigned, then selecting this option it will show
that all requisition points are automatically allocated in the right hand box.
If the user does not have this role assigned then the requisition points will be displayed in the
left hand box, and individual requisition points can be allocated using the > chevron, and
removed using the < chevron. Click save to accept changes.
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12.4

Deleting a user

A user with the user maintenance role can delete any user within their access rights. If an
authoriser of a standing order is subsequently deleted as a user then various alert messages will
appear in the system at the point when the user is deleted, in user maintenance, in favourite
maintenance or under alerts on the home page. These standing orders will need re-authorising
immediately by a valid authoriser (see section 10.3).
12.5

Setting up the user hierarchy

It must be emphasised, that once NHS Supply Chain has set up the trust administrators, it
becomes entirely the responsibility of the Trust to set up and manage the hierarchy of users and
to ensure that the appropriate level and combination of user roles is granted to each user.
Trusts are responsible for ensuring that the hierarchies they set up reflect their own standing
orders and standing financial instructions.
Users should also be removed from the system if they have been inactive for a substantial period
of time. The user report can be used to check when a user last logged on.
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13.0

Masking

At Trust level, individual catalogue items, sections and whole product groups can be excluded to
create a ‘mask’ which will determine the parts of the catalogue available to requisitioners in the
Trust.
Using the trust level mask as a master, subsidiary masks can be created which must then be
applied to requisition points.
It should be noted that the Trust mask is a system default name – and that this mask can not be
deleted, though it may contain no masked products.
13.1

Excluding catalogue items at Trust level

select masking, and then product masking from the dropdown menu to open the list of masks
edit to the right of the masked called Trust mask.
and then click on
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When entering products to be excluded from the trust catalogue via the trust mask, the NHS
Supply Chain catalogue can be viewed by product type, product group, catalogue section and
individual products, via the same catalogue tree used in the browse function.

Exclusions are made by expanding or collapsing (using the + and - boxes on the left) product
groups or catalogue sections on the tree and clicking on mask.
There is a quick mask option, this enables input in a text format, and after clicking mask, the
system will update the tree and verify those items which may not exist.
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Click to mask
products

Use quick
mask to
enter several
products
Masking key

The system
indicates
products
that do not
exist

Masked items can be unmasked in the same way by selecting them in the catalogue tree and
clicking on unmask.
Throughout the product tree, masked groups at the highest level take precedence, and any
sections or products within that group will also be masked. However, should there be a need to
have a few items within a group or section available for ordering, these may be subsequently
unmasked as required. For example, where only two products within a section are to be
available within a trust, this facility allows the whole section or group to be masked and then
the two individual products to be unmasked at product level (which is easier than individually
masking all the products to be excluded).
The mask key identifies trust masked, unmasked and partially masked sections and products
within the product tree.
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13.2

Creating masks for requisition point level

Select masking, and then product masking from the dropdown menu.

The cursor will be positioned in the add mask field. Key in the mask name required (eg
PROVISIONS) then click on the add mask button to create a new requisition point mask.
The following screen will appear to show the new mask added successfully to the list of other
masks and available to edit.

To change an existing requisition point mask, select
PROVISIONS)
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As before with the trust mask, this shows the catalogue tree on the left hand side. On the right
hand side the name of the mask you are editing (eg PROVISIONS) and below this the mask and
unmask buttons. If you have selected a section, group or product which has already been
masked, the unmask button will be displayed in bold for action.

The catalogue tree displayed will automatically include any trust masking and display the
relevant sections or products with the appropriate colour mask box according to the mask key.
This catalogue tree can now be amended by masking additional sections groups or products to
create a mask which can be applied to one or morerequisition points. In masking items within
the catalogue tree, the same principles apply as for creating the Trust mask (see section 14.1).
As amendments are made by masking or unmasking, the changes are automatically saved.
A message box will appear to confirm masking or unmasking of entire main sections, (medical or
non-medical), to ensure groups are not overwritten by mistake.
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Note that product groups, sections and individual products already masked at trust level cannot
be unmasked at requisition point level.
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13.3

Allocating requisition point masks

Once requisition point masks have been created, they can be allocated to specific requisition
points. Select masking, and then mask allocation from the dropdown menu. Then, select the
mask name you wish to apply from the dropdown menu. Requisition points are selected by a
number of methods:
by number or name using the find function
by clicking on the required requisition point
by clicking on a selection of requisition points while holding down the ctrl key
by clicking on the All>> or All<< chevrons in the centre pane
Select mask
name

Select
requisition
point

Select either one requisition point or a group of requisition points and click on the
> chevron in the centre pane to allocate requisition points. The results will be displayed in the
right hand ‘selected requisition points’ pane. Click on the red highlighted save changes button in
the centre pane to confirm your selection.
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By using the first characters of the requisition point numbers, or requisition point names (eg
‘MEDICAL’) in the find boxes, ranges of requisition points can be selected. The results of the
search are displayed as below.
Requisition
point
selection by
name

After selecting the requisition points click on the > chevron in the centre pane to allocate the
requisition points. The results will be displayed in the right hand ‘selected requisition points’
pane. Click on the red highlighted save changes button in the centre pane to confirm your
selection.
In order to remove masks from allocated requisition points use the same selection techniques as
described above and then having achieved your selection click on the < chevron in the centre
pane, followed by save changes. The requisition points will have moved from the right hand
(selected) pane to the left hand (available) pane
13.4

Mask report

To view all masked items that apply to a requisition point select masking, and then mask report
from the dropdown menu. This lists all masked catalogue sections, groups and individual
products masked at either trust or requisition point level (see section 12.2 for an example of this
report)
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14.0

Requisition point maintenance

14.1

Creating a new requisition point

After selecting the appropriate Trust, click requisition point from the admin menu dropdown as
shown below.
Dropdown
selection

The following screen is then displayed. Fields highlighted in red are mandatory. The requisition
point code is assigned by the system, and the prefix is defaulted to the Trust reference.
In the top pane on this screen, enter the full name of the requisition point and a short name.
Ensure the active box is ticked if appropriate. Those boxes that are greyed out in this pane are
maintained by the customer services teams.
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Select from the dropdown options as shown below the relevant department type for the
requisition point.

Use dropdown
selections

The middle pane contains the location and delivery information. From the dropdown options
select the invoice, stock and e-direct locations relevant for this requisition point.

Use dropdown
selections
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Invoice location. This determines which part of the trust the requisition point is budgeted to. It
can also be used for onward transhipment of stock deliveries by the trust where the stock
delivery location is a receipt and distribution point.
Stock location. This is the location to which all NHS Supply Chain deliveries will be made. It must
first be added as a location within the warehouse management system (Resus) and must have at
least one valid zone code and delivery time.
E-direct location. This is used for deliveries of e-direct products where the supplier delivers direct
to the trust and not via NHS Supply Chain. This is usually set to be the same as the stock delivery
location except where e-direct products are ordered e.g. catering departments.
Note:
The available preferred delivery days will automatically be shown by the system in relation to
the stock location selected. One of these preferred delivery day boxes may then be ticked as
required. For multiple delivery days, please contact customer services.

Tick one of the
preferred
delivery days

Sundry options
available for
selection

In the last pane, where the boxes are not greyed out, you may tick to assign additional
information for the requisition point. Sundry information is set by your NHS Supply Chain
customer services team.
Click the red save changes button and the system will process the data. The requisition point is
then available for allocating a financial code and ordering.
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System
Processing
The screen then displays the system generated requisition point code.

System generated
requisition point
code

Select one
preferred delivery
day.

Click new to create
further requisition
points

By clicking the new button at the bottom right of the screen further requisition points may be
created.
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14.2

Amending a requisition point

Select the Trust and requisition point to be amended on the home page. Active and inactive
requisition points may both be displayed by clicking on the display all link.

Click display all to
present both active
and inactive
requisition points

A system alert
warns of requisition
points that do not
have a department
assigned

Inactive requisition
points are displayed
in red

After selecting the requisition point, click on the requisition point option from the admin menu
dropdown to display the requisition point details as shown below. With the exception of the
invoice location and greyed out boxes these details may be amended as described before. The
save changes button will be displayed following any amendment, click this upon completion.
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For requisition points that require multiple preferred delivery days, select one initially and
contact customer services to arrange for more. A windows message will appear as shown below.
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Note:
When selecting a stock or e-direct location the best practice is to choose one from within the
Trust. There may be requisition points already in existence with locations that are in another
Trust. Amendments of other elements for these requisition points will allow the location to
remain the same. However, for existing or new requisition points, it is mandatory that when
selecting new locations these must first already exist within the Trust.
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15.0

Help

Help for NHS Supply Chain OnLine users is available from a number of sources;
NHS Supply Chain OnLine training environment
After your training session, you will be able to log on to the system and practise using the
training environment. This means you can try different aspects of the system without submitting
live orders. Contact your Trust Administrator for training access should this be required.
Once you are ready to start using the live system your Trust Administrator will set you up with a
user name and you can then log on to the live system and start using NHS Supply Chain OnLine
to order goods from NHS Supply Chain.
Help will be available by contacting the central NHS Supply Chain IT helpdesk number 01773
724255 or E-mail: IT.Helpdesk@supplychain.nhs.uk
The user guidance notes are available online from the NHS Supply Chain OnLine homepage.
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